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Learning from Partial Labels

Active Learning with Partial Feedback

(Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004)
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Ø Treat classes that have been rejected as negative
Ø Treat the rest as positive
Ø Train with a binary classification loss
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Quantitative Results on Tiny ImageNet
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Accuracy vs. # of Questions

(Settles, 2010)

Uniform

Ø The learner actively chooses data, queries the label, and receives it
Ø Goal: learn an accurate model while making as few queries as possible

What if labeling takes more effort?

Ø The learner actively chooses both data and a (binary) question
Ø Goal: learn an accurate model while asking as few binary questions as possible

What makes a good binary query?
Ø Expected Information Gain (EIG)
Ø Expected Remaining Classes (ERC)
Ø Expected Decrease in Classes (EDC)
predictive distribution

𝑥: image
𝑐: composite class
𝜃: model parameters

consequent predictive distribution with a yes/no answer
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Ø Yield 8% higher accuracy at 30% questions (w.r.t. Uniform)
Ø Obtain full annotation with 40% less binary questions

Take-aways
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Finding the right label requires drilling through a hierarchy
Labor proportional to # of questions asked
More efficient strategies exist (e.g. 20 questions)
Examples of labeling with binary queries include:

https://crowdsource.google.com/imagelabeler

probability of a yes/no answer according to the predictive distribution

# (remaining classes) after receiving a yes/no answer

Ø Do not label data from scratch
Ø select questions actively based on the current model
Ø Do not sleep on partial labels
Ø Learn from them!

# (non-zeros) in the current label vector
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